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Question 1.
Which flower is flora’s great favourite ? What does it symbolise?
Answer:
The rose is flora’s great Favourite flower. The poet has described about the spring season.
Flora means plants and flowers of a particular {dace.

Red rose symbolises love and is the Queen flower. It is of course a beatifiil flower.

Question 2.
How does the poet depict the Spring ? W rite in your own words.
Answer:
The poet in his poem “Spring” has presented the picture of the spiring in a most impressive
manner. According to him spring season is a beautiful season especially in Bihar. A wonder
natural beautiful scene is seen with new fresh leaves on the brauckes of the trees. New red
and green leaves come out with many beautiful flowers and fruits in the trees. A pleasing and
gentle air and soft sounds filled up with fragrance are felt.

The poet says that no artist can copy the colour of the natural flower and can not bring the
natural fragrance in them.

Question 3.
Pick out the instances of personification in the poem and comment on the significance of
their use.
Answer:
Personification is a figure of speech in which an animal, object or ideas is described as having
human form or characteristics.

There are some instances of personification in the poem “Spring” written by Awadh Behari
Lall. “Nature” in this poem has been described as having human form and characteristics.
The poet says that the nature has coloured the flowers in different colours and filled in
different perfumes. The nature has been personified.

In the third stanza; “The Nature” has himself put on new dresses of different flowers having
different colours. It is another example of personification and is just and proper.




